MODULE C
DO DOGS HAVE PERSONALITIES?
1)What do we learn from lines 1-4?
iii)What Dr.Kent wanted to study.
2)In line 7, Dr.Kent mentions the word "friendly"(-)
ii)to show what owners say about their dogs.
3)In line 11,the writer mentions "research methods". Give ONE of these methods.
ANSWER: Observing behavior//Filling in questionnaires.
4)In the questionnaire, Dr.Kent asked about (-)
i)the way the dog behaves.
5)According to lines 14-24,what was the difference between the group of students and the other
groups?
iii)The students were not familiar with the dogs.
6)What do we learn from lines 14-24?
ii)What surprised Dr.Kent in his study.
v)What Dr.Kent found out in his study on dogs.
7)What were the results that convinced Dr.Kent that dogs have personalities?
ANSWER: All three groups identified the same personality traits in each dog.
8)According to lines 14-24, Dr.Kent plans to(-)
iv)continue his research on dog personality.
9)According to lines 25-27,how can identifying dogs' personalities be useful?
i)People can find the best dogs for themselves.
10)" Dr.Kent has learned what dog owners have already known for years."
What have dog owners known for years?
ANSWER:That dogs have personalities.
11)Another title for this report could be(-)
ii)Each dog is difffferent

MODULE G

DRIVING TO WORK BY AIRPLANE
1)What are we told about PAVs in lines 1-7?
ii)What makes them revolutionary.
2)What do we learn from lines 8-12?
iii)How the Transition is similar to other PAVs.
3)What do we learn from lines 12-15?Give ONE answer.
COMPLETE THE SENTENCE.
We learn why manufacturers make PAVs as easy to operate as family cars//there is need for
very little training to fly a PAV.
4)Which of the following statements is true according to lines 16-24?
iii)The existing infrastructure is unsuitable for PAVs.
5)COMPLETE THE SENTENCE ,GIVING ONE ANSWER ACCORDING TO LINES 16-24.
In order to become an alternative to car , PAVs will have to be
safe(er)//cheap(er)//quiet(er)//less noisy.
6)What does the word "Nevertheless "as used in line 25 mean?
ii)Although there are many problems.
7)What does Michael Nielsen explain?
iv)What could create a large demand for PAVs.
8)According to lines 32-33, in the future people might use PAVs instead of cars for
their daily trips .Give ONE problem that this could help solve.
ANSWER:Long travel time//Road congestion

